Meeting Minutes
May 21, 2014
Diamond Village Common Room, 7pm

- PPD
  - PPD was expected to send representation, but no one showed up. Thomas asks mayors to keep him in the loop as well so that Housing can also put requests.

- President
  - Next meeting – scheduling possibly around morning
  - Meeting with Norb
    - In talks for scholarship for Housing students in need during final year of studies and for struggling students especially in summer, in or out of Housing. Will meet next with Gina.
    - Some sports related feedback. Something about Maguire basketball court. Some improvements may take longer or shorter time. Corry as well. Anar says Corry volleyball ct is OK. VJ mentions previous court complaints. Thomas mentions entertaining the idea of getting help from RecSports on maintenance.
    - Volunteer opportunities at the GRACE marketplace (center for homeless people).
  - Meeting with Asfar
    - Bike repair stations – check with Terry McDonald, Green Team. Thomas mentioned that SG Bike Repair could do workshops.
    - Asfar will follow up with Ron regarding subcontracted road work.
    - Cable TV conversations ongoing – new changes are already coming.
    - Ron Fuller – no future zipcar closer to any village due to Zipcar decision.
  - Reward & Recognition
    - For 1 CA & 1 resident volunteer for each of the villages. Mayor should submit by the end of month to president.

- Treasurer
  - There is still ~$100 to be budgeted. Planned projects must be submitting ERS soon for voting.
    - Left money will be used for pooled games/arts/crafts to be used among the villages for summer programs.

- Secretary
- Debjani was away

- Mayors
  - Corry
    - SF Zoo project approved. Being organized soon.
    - Volleyball/Basketball events. Will be supported by Housing.
    - Possible soccer (football) workshop for kids certain age range.
  - Diamond
    - World Cup banners bought.
    - Museum tour is filled; going well.
    - Poor attendance on residents meeting.
    - Hula will continue in Tanglewood & Corry or Maguire/UVS. If another additional class, it can be on Diamond. [note ongoing discussion, may be outdated by now]
  - Tanglewood
    - Robert was away
  - Maguire
    - No updates
  - UVS
    - Uttam will get blue slip for awards; communicate with Thomas quantity.
    - Permit must be submitted for Luau.
    - Uttam will be unavailable next week.

- Housing
  - No updates

- GFH Senator
  - No updates